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UCF Golden Knights defeat Buffalo but lose playoff hopes - see Sports, p.20

Central Florida Future
UCF helps budding inventolS
D The UCF Division
of Sponsored
Research starts
inventors on their
way to patents.
by OMAR DAJANI

Starr writer
You've probably
passed it dozens oftimes
but never knew it was
there.
UCF has its very
own "jnventor's clearinghouse," located on
the second floor of the
Administration building. And this year, the
Division of Sponsored
Research is buzzing with
activity as an increasing
number of professors
submit discoveries and inventions
for review.
Equipped witfi high-tech labs
and staffed by research-driven professors, universities have long been
a major source of new inventions or
older ones that are modified and

improved.
The DSR is an organization
which determines which inventions
are worthy of pursuing a patent and
which ones need to go back to the
drawing board. ·
Michael Herforth, technology
transfermanagerfortheDSR, helps
new inventors package their ideas
for the long process ofpatenting and
copyrighting. He said that this year,

creator of LaserSight, an eye surgery procedure that could become a
fast and inexpensive way to conduct
potentially risky operations.
Lin's company, LaserSight
Technologies, Inc., encountered tremendous financiaJ obstacles in its
early stages but recently posted a
small profit. It has become a multimillion dollar international corporation with offices in Asia and the
Pacific Rim and is listed
on the NASDAQ exchange.
Under Federal
law, both the professor
~sponsored
and the university own
the rights to an inveni
tion as long as the inventor is employed by
that institution. A university may release its
rights
if the institution's
Rim.
patent committee de- ..
cides it has no interest
in the invention. Th~
"there has been an unprecedented inventorcannegotiateforfullrights,
amount of applications being sub- usually by offering a cash settlemitted."
ment. In most cases, the university
Herford has seen some ideas pays all filing fees and shares the
become technolog~cal break- profits with the professor if a
throughs. Dr. J.T. Lin, a former
see INVENTIONS, ·page 2
professoroflaserengineering, is the

LaserSighti a company started
by a UCF
inventor has grown mto a
multi-million dollar global
corporation with offices in
Asia and the Pacific

Gordon's wake devastates
Rorida's winter harvest
plantings."
Florida, unlike other less temperate agricultural regions, has the
path of destruction
advantage of more planting cycles
across the Florida
per year. Although some crops are
expected to be partially saJvaged,
farm belt before
farmers are already beginning to
moving north.
gear up for an unscheduled replanting.
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK
"Most farms are looking at
News editor
replanting within &week to 1Odays,"
said Bob Blankenship, who works
When thenin the public inforTropical Storm Gormation office of the
don abruptly changed
Gordon's Toll on Florida Crops
Florida Department
course and rushed
ofAgriculture. 'That
through Florida last
will make the next
week, farmers could
crop
available
do little but watch their
~Citrus
around the first week
crops disappear under
Ill Tomatoes
of February."
theri ingwaters.Since
D Green Beans
Meanwhile ,
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•Potatoes
Blankenship added,
industry supplies the
consumers can annation with about half
ticipate a shortageof
of its winter produce
25
percentinDecemsupply, the effects of
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Gordon wi11 continue
Percentage of Loss
SocHu: Floflda
ol AgricultUt9
Prices are also foreto be felt in grocery
stores and in the walgraphic by HOLBROOK/FUTURE
casted to increase, in
lets of consumers for some time to hardest hit by the storm," said Pat some cases as much as threefold.
come.
Ernst of the Florida Department of These effects are not expected to be
Gordon's damage was exten- Agriculture. "They've lost a sigsive, and last weekend farmers and nificant percentage of their winter
see GORDON, page 2

D Gordon leaves a

planters began assessing the storm's
toll. The five counties which .suffered the worst damage are Dade,
Collier, Henry, Seminole and Palm
Beach. The lQsses are estimated to
be at least $176 million for these
counties alone. Dade, Palm Beach
and Collier counties are Florida' s
top three winter agricultural producers.
"Those counties were the
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Latin Christmas

The first Christmas celebration in a traditional Latin setting
will be held at the Osceola Center
for the Arts on Dec. 16 and 17 at 7
p.m. "Aguinaldo" is a bilingual
musical program portraying various Latin Christmas traditions.
Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for
students. For reservations and infonnation call Angie Mahoney at
846-6257.

Fraternity
(/\II Nal'I availahh.: )

o

The Florida Hospital Center for Women's Medicine will
offer "Infertility and the Quality of
Life," at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov
29 in the Barker Conference Center at the Florida Hospi ta1 Orlando.
For infonnation or to register call
Linda Graves at 897-5715
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VIP Ring $337°0

PLUS MANY MORE!

15% OFF W/ STUDENT/FACULlY l.D.
EXCLUDES ClAS-S RINGS

Exquisite Designer Jewelry & Settings
Expert Jewelry & Watch Repair While You Wait...
We Buy & Sell
•Diamonds
• Fine Jewelry
•Watches

SIHCtl

Infertility seminar

Service
• Custom Design Pieces

• Remounting
• Pearl Re-Stringing

1980 Mo~.~-F;io.:;;~~;~pm I277-9778 I

1718 N. Goldenrod Rd. (1 Block N. of Colonial Dr.)

YOUR HOLIDAY

t!EWELRt/ PtlRtllllfEi
MAYBE

Here's your chance to

get all the jewelry you purchase between
Thanksgiving & Christmas -FREE-- if the temperature drops below 30°F anytime on New Year's Day
(between l 2:00am & I 1:59pm), January I, 1995!*

You have nothing to lose and
everything to gain!
Total purchases, excluding tax, will be refunded in
cash by February I 0. • *
Come to our store and make those gift purchases for
your friends, relatives and yqurself. Keep your receipts
and hope it gets cold on New Year's Day.

YOUR PURCllASES WILL BE FREE/
Come in or call for complete details.

JEWELERS~

(407) 426•0010
·Al U.S. Weather Bureau Station, Orlando International Airport

500

~E

MAITLAND, FLORIDA 32751

o Seniors First volunteers
The Meals on Wheels program of"SeniorsFirst" needs volunteers to deliver meals to
homebound senior citizens
throughout Orange County on
Christmas morning. Sixty-five
volunteer drivers are needed to
deliver the meals to over 400 seniors. For information call Seniors First at 425-7873.

o MDA to give Ou shots
The Muscular Dystrophy Association will again offer free flu shots
to people who have any of the 40
neuromuscular diseases in its program. MDA has provided the shots
each year for more than 20 years. For
an appointment, call the MDA office
at 677-6355.
O Park Christmas display
"An Old Fashioned Christmas"
wi11 be celebrated at Florida Expo
Park (formerly the Florida State Fairgrounds) from Dec. 9 to 18. Light
displays and tree decorations highlight the event, which also includes
horsedrawn caniagerides and Christmas caroling. Admission is $5 and
parking is $3. For more information
call (813) 621-7821.

D SCC Christmas concert
Seminole Community College
presents a holiday choral concert on
Sunday, Dec. 4 at 4 p.m. in the SCC
Fine Arts Concert Hall. The choral
concert will highlight the
"Magnificat" of Johann Christian
Bach and wi11 be accompanied by
orchestra. The concert is free to the
public and doors open at 3 p.m. For
more information call Dr. Burt
Perinchief at 328-2038.

UCF instructor patents
his newest invention
-INVENTIONS, from p8ge 1

commercial application materializes.
Dr. Issa Batarseh, assistant professor of engineering, recently submitted an invention
which has been selected for patentability. His latest invention
is a process known as "Zero Voltage Switching," which is a new
approach to existing methods
used in electrical circuits and
power supplies.
Batarseh explained, ''The
more we have people plugging
their equipment and devices into
power lines, the more we create a
sort of electronic pollution in the
lines, similar to what would be air

pollution in the atmosphere."
This electronic pollution affects other electrical devices hooked
to the same line and results in decreased efficiency. Batarseh added
that the pollution in the line produces a magnetic radiation known
as. "electromagnetic interference"
that affects sensitive electronic
equipment. His modifications reduce this electronic pollution and
decrease the magnetic interference.
Most of the inventions that
are submitted to the DSR fall under
the engineering discipline. So far
this year, seven patent and 12 copyright applications have been filed.
The entire process from initial submission to commercial application
takes about three years.

Florida crops underwater
GORDON, from page 1
immediately felt and should pose
no threat to this year's Thanksgiving dinners.
'There will definitely be
some price increases and shortages," Ernst said. "But it will take
a few weeks until the shortages are
really apparent to consumers in
the stores."
The winter crop of potatoes
is considered a complete loss, and
half of the state's sugar cane was
blown over by the storm. Loss
estimates for sugar cane are still
incomplete because the cane can
be replanted if it is not uprooted.
In many areas, over a foot
of rain fell in less than 24 hours.
Farmers in these areas wil1 be
forced to plow under the crops as
soon as the fields drain.
One of the crops underwater is the winter harvest of green
beans, which suffered losses of 85
percent in its only planting this
season. Beans have a~ingle plant-

ing per season, unlike plants such as
green peppers and tomatoes, which
can bereadilyreplantedandharvested
within 100 days.
'We've experienced a big loss
in tomatoes," said Joseph Brescia, a
Dade county fann manager for the
Orlando-based Loxahatchee Farm
Partners. "It's stil1 a little too early to
tell the extent, but we had about 20
inches of rain here. We're expecting
severe losses."
According to Wade Adams of
the Florida Agricultural Statistics
Service, the annual harvest in Florida
exceeded $1. 7 billion last year. About
13 to l 5 percent of that, or $255
million\.. will be lost due to Gordon
this year.
The citrus industry, one of
Aorida' s trademark products, escaped
the wrath of Gordon relatively unscathed.
"About 2 to 5 percent of the
state's citrus was lost," Blankenship
said. "But that only amounts to about
2 or 3 million dollars, which is not
very significant.'
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Catch Some Rayz At

10 VISITS FOR $25 .. 00 W/UCF ID
OPEN SUNDAYS
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Sarajevo on red alert after NATO sbike
by CHRIS SIMON
United Press International
SARAJEVO- U.N. officials
in Bosnia-Herzegovina braced Monday for possible reprisals from
Bosnian Serbs after NATO airstrikes
hit the Udbina airfield in Serb-occupied Croatia.
"We are still in condition red,
whichisthemaximumstageof alert.
The airport is closed and at state red.
Until it is a~sessed by the force
commander that it is safe for the
troops, it will remain at this level,"
U.N. military spokesman Koos Sol
told United Press International.
Justafter7:15EST,30NATO
jet fighters attacked the rebel Serb-·
held Udbina airfield a~ a "preventative measure against further hostile
military actions on the Bihac safe
area," Sol said.
Just hours earlier, two Sagger
anti-tank missiles were fired into
the Bosnian capital, injuring three
civilians, damaging several buildings and heightening the already
tense atmosphere.
"Two Sagger missiles were

fired into the center of Sarajevo,"
said U.N. military spokesman Maj.
Herve Gourmelon. "One impacted
near the City Hall, wounding one
woman, and the second struck the
roofofthe Bosnian presidency building, wounding a police officer as
well as a worker below."
The two missiles were fired
at 9:39 a.m. local time, from suspected Bosnian Serb positions.
U.N. military observers were
still investigating the impact sites
midday Monday, but fell short of
confirming the missiles were fired
- by the Bosnian Serbs.
The feeling among people on
the streets of Sarajevo on Monday
was one of relief yet trepidation
over how Bosnian Serbs might react to the NATO airstrike on their
kin, the rebel Krajina Serbs, who
captured one-third of Croatia in the
Serb-Croat 1991 war.
For three weeks now,
Sarajevans have been watching on
local
television
as
their
government's lines around the besieged-enc1aveofBihac recededrastically in the face of a fierce Bosnian

Serb advance from the south and air
raids launched from neighboring
territory of the Krajina Se~bs in
Croatia.
. But not only Serbs threaten
theBihac pocket. While the Bosnian
Serbs advance from the south and
east to within 2.3 miles (5 km) of the
U.N.-dec1ared "safe zone," rebel
Muslim forces armed by the Krajina
Serbs surround the tow_n of Velika
Kladusa in the north, along the
Croatian border.
Rebel Muslim forces. led by
former Bosnian presidency member Fikret Abdic, were ousted by
Bosnian government forces in August and sought refuge in Serb.:.held
Croatia.
In a joint effort to take over
theenc1ave, rebel KrajinaSerbs have
reported] y also used tanks and heavy
artillery in the north and southwest
to support Abdic.
So even while Monday's
NATO airstrike was encouraging
for most, some are left to wonder if
NATO and the U.N. will use their
new mandate to .stop the tank incursions across international borders.
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Across from UCF in
University Shoppes

Wanted!
\\.'recked I Junk
Truck~s,

Jeeps, Vans

((Free Towing is available))
Out of' State Tit ks \Vekome!

Call: 658-7999
(8a.111.-8p.1n.)

GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL.
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Put your college degree to
work in the Air Force Officer
Training School. Then, after graduating
from Officer Training School. become a commissioned Air Force officer with great starting
pay, complete medical and dental care, 30
days of vacation with pay per year and management opportunities. Learn if you qualify
for higher education in the Air Force.

Call Air Force Opportunities
Toll Free
1-800-423-USAF

China continues nuclear plants in Iran

AIMHIGH
~AIR...~
.....FalCE.,,.......-

The intelligence report later
China has rebuffed Western
became a public embarrassment to concerns, saying all of its nuclear
HEITING - Despite criticism the Bush administration after the cooperation programs are based on
from Washington that it is helping U.S. Congress renewed in June 1991 three principles: they could be for
Iran acquire nuc1ear weapons tech- · China's most-favored-nation trad- peaceful purposes only, the facilinology, China has agreed to move ing status on , assurances by State ties had to be open to international
ahead with plans to build two nuc1ear Department officials China was not inspection and the recipient country
power plants in the southern Iranian aiding Iran's nuclear program.
could not transfer t_he technology
city of Bushehr.
China, at the same time, had without China's permission.
The agreement to build the commenced a campaign to try and
Washington was given fair
two 300 megawatt nuc1ear plants at convince the world community it warning the agreement had· been
a cost of $ 1.2 billion was sealed was wiJJing to cooperate to reduce revived on Friday when China's
during Iranian President Hashemi proliferation of nuclear and conven- ambassador to Tehran, Hua LimRafsanjani's high-profile visit to tional weapons.
ing, told Xinhua Chinese experts
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments from
China in September 1992, the offiThough China and Iran den~ would be deployed to help build the
cial Xinhua news agency reported any arms agreements, U.S. and two plants, which would be used
$360 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedrooms)
Monday.
other Western experts say Beijing "for peaceful purposes only."
Washington, has warned has been Tehran's principle weapLocated on the Gulf Coast
•Walking Distance from UCF
Beijing to scale down its arms sales ons supplier. The sales, estimated some 460. miles (720 km) south of
• Covered Parking
and nuclear technology transfers to atmorethan$1 billion since 1989, Tehran, Bushehr was the site cho•
Laundry Facilities
the Middle East.
have included two types of jet sen for Iran's first nuc1ear power
•Pool
China's bid to build the plants fighters and the HY-2 Silkworm plants before the 1979 revolution
had been on hold amid accusations and C-801 anti-ship missiles, that toppled the late Shah Reza
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning
from Washington that Iran has ag- which have a range of under 100 Pahlavi.
gressively been seeking to develop miles (160 km).
Iran wi11 also use Russian
_ University
a nuclear weapon and that China
The U.S. and other Western technical assistance for the compleUCF
has provided it with equipment ca- governments have accused China tion of two other nuclear power
Pasture
12017
Solon
Drive
pable of making some fissile mate- of helping incipient nuclear weap- plant.s at Bushe hr, designed and conOrlando, Fl 32826
rial for such a weapon.
•
ons programs in at least three other structed by West Germany in 1977
Solon
Beijing admitted in Novem- countries, inc1uding India, Pakistan but damaged during the 1980-88
(407) 273-4097
ber 1991 that it had provided Iran and Algeria.
Iran-Iraq War, the report said.
Office Hours (M-F) 9-5pm
with a "mini-reactor" and an electromagnetic separator for producr----~--------------, r-----------~----~--,
ing isotopes.
It did so under "commercial
contracts" signed in 1989 and 1991
and claimed the devices were inNt:w YoRK Srv. LE PIZZA
:
-- · ;
NEW YORK STYLE PrZZA:
tended for"only peaceful purposes."
281- ROJO (7656)
.
281- ROJO (7656)
I
But a secret U.S. intelligence
~
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·:.12233 University /31VC1. • Orlando, Flonda J281 l
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I
tance had far-reaching military applications.
l
The report said Iran was in
I
the early tage of a nuclear weapI
ons program. In particular, Tehran
I
had spent milJion of dollars to purEXTRA LARGE PIZZA
chase from China equipment caI
pable of producing highly-enriched
I
TOP.PING
uranium, an essential component of
I
FHl:'E 112 doz.en breadstick_s ·with sauce
nuclear weapons.
2 liter Pepsi products $1.50
United Press International
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Harvard law student memos
used in the O.J. Simpson trial
get students accustomed to the basic this capacity."
Nesson broke the class up
meaning of our legal system."
After assigning the memos into various research groups so that
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - concerning cameras in the court- the memos sent to Ito would repreWhen the students at Harvard Law room, Nesson says he received a sent both sides of the legal arguSchool penned memos on whether curious phone call. 'Judge Ito had ment. "We sent him 11 memos that
cameras should be allowed in the read about the memos ,in a 'New covered most aspects of the issue,"
\::ourtroom during the O.J. Simpson Yorker' article," said Nesson . said Nesson. "There weren't really
trial, they had no idea that Judge "When his clerk called to ask if we any radical positions. In fact, .they
Lance Ito himself would read their could see the memos, we thought it were mostly middle of the road."
Earlier in the trial, Ito had
might have been a prank. When I
opinions.
Like many law school teach- found out she was serious, I told her been critical of the media for reporting unsubstantiated information
ers nationwide, Harvard professors we would look into it."
Although Nesson was excited about evidence in the case and had
have been using the celebrated murder trials to help illustrate various by .the notion of sharing his stu- threatened to ban all cameras from
dents' information with Ito, he was the courtroom. After four weeks of
legal standards and practices.
And as part of their examina- concerned about the impact that the deliberation, Ito ruled to continue to
tion of the well-publicized case, the memos may have on both parties. allow one camera, adding that its
540 Harvard students in "Introduc- "We wanted to make sure we didn 't presence should not encourage
tion to Lawyering" were asked to do anything to make his job more grandstanding from the legal counwrite memos on the issue of cam- difficult than it already was," said sel involved.
Lawyers involved with the
eras in the courtroom. Pretty stan- Nesson. "Also, we had to decide if
case
had
argued that the camera
dard fare for any introductory course. it was the right thing to do from an
.coverage of the proceedings will
But when Judge Ito asked to ethical standpoint."
After discussing the matter help assure the public that a fair trial
read those memos, and then commented on theinfrom the bench, the over with Peter Murray, who also was conducted.
When announcing his deciHarvard students found themselves teaches the course, and many of
in a rare position. No longer just the -students of the class, Nesson sion, Ito mentioned the Harvard law
academic observers, the Harvard decided to honor the judge' s re- students, thanking them for their
memos and their "insight."
students had become participants in quest.
Nesson said that studying and
Ito
wrote
to
the
class,
thankthe caSe they were studying.
· "Before the semester began, I ing them in advance for their contri- then participating in the O.J.
was lookir~g for a way I could in- bution to the case. "Input from the Simpson trial was a beneficial expevolve students in all aspects of the academic world is welcomed as a rience for all his students. "The case
law," said Charles Nesson, one of helpful source of unbiased informa- is a tremendousIycurious event." he
the professors teaching the course. tion by this trial court," read Ito's said. "The students ended up actu"The Simpson case presents so many letter. ''I appreciate your coopera- ally being in the thing they were
good examples. It is a good way to tion in contributing to the public in studying."
by MARCO BUSCAGLIA

College Press Service

WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a
leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ~en weeks to prove it.
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Visit Captain Merchant outside the Library,
November 301 1994 from 10:0.0 a.m. ~ 2:00 p.m.
or call toll free 1-800-432-2061.
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How does Miss America win her $35,000 educational scholarship?
How do other Pageant contestants share in some S10,000,000.00 available
annually at the Local, State and National Miss America Pageants?
They entered their Local Miss America Pageant ... won that title and went on
lo their State Finals. Whether they win the State title or not •.. c hances are they
picked up a fine scholarship just by competing.
Most Miss America Pageant contestants at both the Loca l and State
Pageant levels have received financ ial help with their college education through
this program though never reaching the National Finals in Atrantic City.
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Women, betw~n the ages 17 and 24, a U.S. citi.len, high school graduate, never
married, who want that $35,000 scholarship, a year of expense paid travel and
approximately $150,000 in personal appearance fees, should seek further details
regarding their Local Pageant and all entrance requirements by contacting~
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Callt1fAlf Young Women!!!
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Miss U CF Pageant Auditions
November 28th and 29th, 1994
6:00-9:00pm
Stnd~nt Center Auditorium
Call Spectacular Knights at 823-2611
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Looks like a
Vivarin night.
The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake ... make it

0
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freedom of speech
... college education
College professors and adjuncts can breathe a little easier
now, thanks to a recent decision by a judge in Concord, New
Hampshire.
Professor J. Donald Silva, of the University of New
Hampshire, was temporarily reinstated by Judge Shane Devine,
who said that a classroom lecture considered "verbally outrageous" cannot be automatically 1abeled as sexual harassment.
For those of you who don't remember the "Jell-0 and vibrator" lectures under scrutiny by Judge Devine, a brief recap is
in order.
In April of 1993, Silva was suspended from his teaching
duties because of several complaints from female students in
his classes. According to the students, Silva made various
references to sex in comparison to writing, as well as comparing belly dancing to "Jell-0 on a plate with a vibratorunder the
plate." After his suspension, the university ordered him to
attend counseling on sexual harassment. Silva, however,
stood his ground and refused, suing the school.
For the past year, the battle has raged in the courts, each
group fighting for its own rights. Silva battled for freedom of
speech and the right to teach his classes the way he felt
appropriate, whi1e the students who felt his methods were
bordering on offensive said he didn't promote a proper learning environment.
Professor Silva ended up on top of the hill. A sigh of relief
went up in urtiversities all over the United States, as teachers'
rights were upheld by the federal court.
The huge tidal wave of sexual harassment claims continues to crash against the court system, which finds itself
between the rock of constitutional freedom and the hard place
of the Moral Majority, whose members sit in their sheltered
homes, unaware of what's going on in the "real world."
The sad thing is, though, that it's the children of these
sheltered homemakers that run off to college and suddenly
find themselves exposed to a very free and open environment
of commurtication. Panic quickly ensues, and those who do
not adapt to this new environment lash out, trying to make
college life just like their high school classes. Those who
successfully adapt find their perceptions actually changing
and become more open to other ideas. However, those who
shut themselves off under the blankey of ethical standards or
religious beliefs only seem to make the situation worse, both
in and out of the colJege environment.
If there's anything most people learn here at UCF, it's how
to deal with many different kinds of people without offending
anyone. Both students and professors need to know that their
rights are secure to be able to communicate in a adult environment of learning.

, CONGRESS
/

....------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

Resistance is futile: You will be assimilated

Newt Gingrich. What a God-awful name. It brings to
mind images of witches stirring cauldrons and cackling
over them. "Double, doubie, toil and trouble. Fire burn
and cauldron bubble. Eye of Newt and tongue of owl.
Donkeys lost and now cry foul.'" (My most sincere apolo-

gies to William Shakespeare.) So, what does all this have
to do with our incomi~g Speaker of the House? So glad you
asked.
Newtingham hasn't realized this, or he simply doesn't
Like so many of us without lives', I've been following care. Guess which one I'm betting on? Steal from the poor
the esteemed Georgia representative as he embarks on his and give to the rich, as the Republicans always say.
journey to spread the message of the new Republican
It's not just the poor that will be given the figurative big
misleadership. Lord Gingrich proudly proclaims how the .one by Lord Newt. By gutting the Student Loan Program, we
"Contract on America" will improve the lives of everyone college students, those of us here and upcoming, are going to
so dramatically. "We're going to cut taxes for the rich," he get royally screwed. I'm not talking about the way Darrin
says. "Everyone will benefit. Remember the trickle down Patton and Kevin Gulch are screwing us with next year's
theory? Trust me. We know what's best for you." Yeah. I differential tuition and increased athletic fee. Lord Newt's
think I can feel something trickling on me already.
program wil1 be I0 times worse.
"We're going to increase defense spending," he says.
Then, of course, there's Lord Newt's centerpiece: the
"This way, we'll be prepared for the next Third Wor:ld school prayer constitutional amendment. Wow! What foreChad Brunner
dictator, like Raul Cedras of SoDamn Insane." Spare me. thought! What insight! This is the answer to all our problems!
-Opinion editor
Maybe if Jeb's daddy had let Stormin' Norman finish the Educational quality will increase dramatically. Violence in
job, we wouldn't have to worry about that Iraqi mosquito. schools will come to an end. Teenagers will abstain from sex.
"We're going to balance the budget and cut govern- Yeah, right. And monkeys might fly oat of my butt.
© 1994 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
ment waste," Lord Newt proclaims. This part I agree with,
There has never been any research that shows a direct
Offices: 12243 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817
but wait. He screws this up, too. "All congressional staff casual relationship between the removal of forced prayer and
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
will be cut one-third, except mine, of course. I am the the decline of Western civilization, so why is this nonsense a
Presi
... er Speaker of the House, after all." Well, isn't that priority? Duh. This is what we call paying back your constituEditor in Chief
Dave Bauer
special?
Little Mr. Speaker Man is exempt from his own ents. I call it pandering to the religious right. Keep the noManaging Editor
Katie Jones
rules.
Who
could be responsible for that, I wonder? Could brainers happy and they'll vote for you every time.
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey
it
be
...
CLINTON?
From a Republican's standpoint, I guess it makes sense,
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry
we're
going
to
do
these
things
AND
everything
"And
but why waste time and taxpayer money on something that the
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner
else we promised without raising your taxes," he says. Supreme Court wil1 rule unconstitutional anyway? Thank
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
Right. If I want bad melodrama and unrealistic dialogue, God at least one branch of our government hasn't been
Copy Editor
Richard Agster
I'll watch Melrose Place. Does he think that we can't see corrupted by these fanatics.
News Editor
Scott C. Holbrook
that the emperor isn't wearing any clothes? This might
And what about our beloved President? He's caving in
Production Manager
Russ Welch
work
for
the
Rush
Limbaugh
crowd,
but
those
of
us
faster
than some of the roads besieged by Tropical Storm
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Justin Delias, Dan Griffin,
capable
of
independent
thought
are
not
so
easily
duped.
Gordon.
Let's all line up to lick Newt Gingrich's boots.
Pat Karsnick, Derek Krause, Jim Martin, Mike Nemeth,
Here's
one
contradiction
that
I
just
don't
get:
Lord
All
this
garbage spewing out of Lord Newt's mouth
Andrew Varnon, Brynner Yee
Newt says that he wants to get people off welfare by reminds me of the Borg, a computerized race whose sole
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
basically booting them off the system after two years. He purpose is to assimilate all other races into theirown, from Star
says
that the means will be provided for people to get Trek: The Next Generation. "Liberals are irrelevant. ModerBusiness Manager
Steve Norris
ahead.
Then, however, the Learned One says that the ates are irrelevant. We seek only to improve the quality of life
dvertising Manager
Jason Meder
Federal
Student Loan Program is going to be slashed in for all people. Resistance is futile. You will be assimilated.
dvertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett
half
to
save
the taxpayers a whole bunch of dough.
You will become one with the GOP," says Newtcutus of the
Distribution Manager
Don Bates
Well,
excuse
me,
but
isn't
education
one
of
the
most
GOP. At least the Borg managed to overcome their mindlessAdministrative Asst.
Ulla Pearson
Advertising Sales
Mike Battista, James Dourell, important keys in getting ahead? Either the Sheriff of ness. Will we be as lucky?
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Judge and prepare to be judged, liberals - especially you, Mr. Griffin
BobVogel
.

I would like to extend a hearty thanks to Future columnist
Brynner Yee for teaching me a valuable lesson. In a recent
article that he wrote in response to criticisms of his beliefs on
modern liberalism, he wrote that "any valid points that were
made were overshadowed by their lack of civility." He added
that he has "never attacked anyone personally," including
other columnists on the Future staff. He went on to demonstrate, quite eloquently, how it is the teng~ncy for liberals to
forget facts and, instead, resort to mudsl{nging.
It is with regret, however, that I am tempted to indulge in
one last personal attack before I vow never again to raise my
pen in malice. I hesitate at the possible effects this article will
have upon my own credibility and thatoftheothercolumnists,
but I must admit that the temptation is just too great. My
assault is directed at one Future columnist who has made
personal attacks his staple. He is the renowned advocate of
moderation: Dan Griffin.
In his most recent article, Mr. Griffin taunts Future columnist Robert Voor. He does not mince words; Mr. Voor "does
not get the point of anything" and "couldn't care less about
other people's rights." He describes Mr. Voor as a person who
"loves to wallow in his self-ordained moral superiority." The
smuggled implication here is that wallowing like a pig is what
people are doing if they dare to take a moral stance. (Judge not
and ye sha11 be judged .. . a pig.) But being morally superior is
not a vice that we can assign to Mr. Griffin:" ... bigots like Mr.
Voor ... control freaks like Mr. Voor ... the point is beyond him
... sanctimonious wackos ... can't seem to keep that racism

Finals are mandatory, so just study
Once again, I am compelled to respond to the opinion of a
member of the Future staff. I am referring to the ridiculous
opinion voiced by Chad Brunner regarding mandatory final
exams. Mr. Brunner begins by saying that finals week is hell
because students have to prove, in two or three hours, that they
have learned something in the 10 weeks of classes they may or
may not have attended, depending on whether a instructor took
attendance.
Granted, it is difficult to write an exam that can accurately test
whether a student has understood the concepts presented, and Mr.
Brunner makes the valid point that many times the exam is simply
an exercise in regurgitation. His claim that the instructors' teaching methods produce an inconclusive and even false pi~ture of
what the student is prepared for as he or she enters the real world
holds some truth. More alarming, however, is the truth contained
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thing under his sheet."
If trite platitudes constitute moral superiority, then
Mr. Griffin will enjoy good company in heaven. One
must "love, help others, treat others as you wish to be
treated, honor commitments, hard work," he says. "Things
that are obviously wrong: Murder, theft, discrimin11tion,
hatred, forcing your beliefs upon others." I will have-you
know that I like to discriminate: Between substantiation
and character assassination; between Grey Poupon and
Plochman's; between reality and just plain crap.
As if Mr. Griffin's folksy "sunshine and puppy dog"
kind of morality wasn't enough, he justifies his ethics
with nothing more than an argument of intimidation.
"Rational people don't need anyone to tell us these
things," he says. His use of the word "rational" cheapens
it; having a brain does not make one rational any more
than loving a murderer makes one moral. No, he does not
threaten us with eternal damnation; he threatens us with
the notion that if you disagree with him on anything, then
you are somehow less rational than he is.
His mastery oflogic is best displayed in the dangling
proclamations he makes throughout his article, such as,

"Bob Dole and Newt Gengrich certainly don't have what
it takes [to be president] ," and, "Neither does Bill Clinton, for that matter." We see his rationale in his knack for
raising issues that are barely within the scope of the
editorial page and then condensing them _into one sentence assertions that are to be taken at face value. Griffin's
reasons for his statements are of no consequence; his
reasoning is nowhere to be found.
A rancorous and snide tone overshadows the piece,
and one wishes that a single valid point would redeem it.
The only point, however, that Mr: Griffin makes is the
one he makes with his finger. If one could summarize the
manner of his column in a single expression, it would not
be a smile, a handshake, or a nod of approval, but a sneer.
"[Voor] must make the rest of The 700 Club so proud,"
he says. His is an attack on a colleague that perhaps he has
never met and, because of the things he has said, probably never will. Won is the appeal to the least common
denominator. Lost is our hope that people can talk
without spitting.
I do not stand here in defense of Mr. Voor. I violate good
taste one last time in defense of it. It is unfortunate that
writers must engage in militarized intellectual climate to
debate the rules of discourse before they can actually get
around to it. I am only learning now that whichother Future
columnists already know: These personal tirades are childish and, most of all, unbecoming of a college newspaper. I
can only hope that the point is not lost on Mr. Griffin.

in one of the final paragraphs of Mr. Brunner' s diatribe:
education is not something given toa person, it is something that
The university system has tried to put a temporary band- must be earned.
aid on the severed limb ofcollege teaching. Students require
Mr. Brunner also points out that there is little correlation
more nowadays to keep their attention and interest in between the grades given by professors and the true aptitude of
leam.ing. It's pretty much a given that students will do the the students. In many cases this is true. Students may not have
least amount ofwork necessary to get the job accomplished, the influence to change the types of exams given in their classes,
so it's no huge leap offaith to figure out why both attendance but they do have the responsibility to attend class and study, and
and.finals are nowmandatory.
only then will they attain the aptitude required to "he.ad out into
H students will do the least amount of work to get the job their field ofexpertise." They will probably find that on the job,
accomplished (meaning pass the course), what can be expected the letter grade on a transcriptfiledaway in adrawersomewhere
when they graduate and get a real job? It seems obvious to me will not have as much of an impact on their job perfonnance as
that the problem lies with the student, not theinstr:uctor. Why do the number of hours they studied.
students today need more to hold their interest and attention?
To.sum up, the pointl am trying to make is this: Finals week
If the student does not find the subject matter interesting is near. Quit blaming your professors for your lackofinterest and
enough to warrant attending class, pernaps the student should laziness, and start hitting the books!
choose a differentfield of study. It is not the job of the instructor _
Peggy Perozzo
to entertain or baby-sit. Perhaps we need reminding than an
Physics
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Room Available for Spring St:mester Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
atCollegiateVillagelnn. CallWendyat SASE to PO Box 10075 Olathe KS
380-2026 ext 3282. Leave message 66051

CLUB INTO

AUTOS

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Room for Rent: in priv home. $300/
Need a good, reliable car?
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. mo. All util. included. 365-9815
Call
a fellow classmate. Many
i-----A_l_l_W_e_lc_o_m_e_!- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 HOLIDAY WORK. APPLY NOW
models to choose from. Call Ric at
UCF DIVE CLUB
Dean Cove '312 House, minutes from $10.05 starting. Immediate openings.
(407) 249-32,12
Next meeting Wednesday, 11/23 at UCF, beautiful new clean home, with Entry level positions, advncement
thePhunshack5:30-?. Boynton Dive, largekitchen, 2 cargarage.$825. E-Z possible, flexible schedules. Scholar- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
Dec. 4, Keys trip Dec. 20/'22.. Call to qualifyforrent. Pets OK 3711 Linsbury ships available. Openings throughout
Rd. Call Greg 291 _2990
Greater Orlando and Seminole 1977 Ford Granada$500. 678-3124/
see what's up! 382-8007
- - - - - - - - - - - - I County. Call 331-9006 for interview.
823-5525
Room: Priv. home located on horse
ranch 2 miles from UCF 365-9815
STUDENT~

Female to share 3bd/2ba Apt at Polo's
East, 5 min. from UCF, $268 + 1/3 util.
ASAP, Dec. 15. Kelly 823-8076

Over 120 American manufacturers
need you to assemble products at
home. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday Drinking a problem? Breaking the
Roommate needed. Female 3/bd/
decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 chain. Group of Alcoholics Anony2ba, $350/mo., util. included. Move in New Dawn Futon: Now Hiringforthe
ASAP. cau 695 _8551
Orlando and Alt. Springs stores. Full weekly. Part-time/full-time. Experience mous meets every Wednesday at
1---- -- - - - - - --1 and part-time, great schedule/great unnecessary/will train .. You're paid noon, in the UCF Student Center,
Room211.
NSIF Roommate to rent Mstr. Bdrm. pay! Apply in person. 894-8265
weekly.
from single Mom w/2 yr old. Close to t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Call 1-602-680::7444 Ext. 1001 C
VCC-E campus. $335/mo. includes
all. Call 277-6434 leave msg.
Distributers Wanted: Lose Weight!
Fox Hunt: roommate wanted for 212 Feel Great! All natural herbal products.
Dr. Rec.100%quarunteed. Call Bob or
TRAVEL
apartment. $250 plus 1/2 util. New Sue
_
382 4524
Jobs* Roomates* Rentals*4
carport, fenced backyard. Call Adam
Sale*Trades
384-6571
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 AirdyneExercise8ike$75. 249-2135
Aspen/Snowmass-TelluridePhone Surveyors - Earn $600-800
Winterpark
mo. 10hrs. perweek. Eves. No selling. ,_ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ ____.
Wants ads from local Newspaper
Call 539-2757, Adam or Russ (941(updated weekly) Touch-Tone
COLONIAUHOME DEPOT AREA
1Bdl1 Ba apartment, walk to YCF, W/ 1536 pager)
access.
18+ a must. $3 first min.,
212, Single Famlly, Garage, built '85,
$1.50 after
Don site. $335/mo. 3 available. Mark 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 fenced yd, $59,900 orlease$600/mo.
1-900-285-6688
381-1311
Positions availabe: for part-time and $1,000 down. Close in one year. 834
Lake Mary, '312 House. Beautiful new full-time servers..Fun and friendly .at- Grenadier Dr. Pick-up flier. The Firm, You'ed have to live here to get'em
any quicker
home, fireplace, eat in kitchen. $875/ mosphere. Ptease call Falafel King 858-9456
mo. Pets OK. 519 Sundance. Greg Cafe.658-7677as~for0marorRalph
291-2990
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• Full line of
• HP 4SGX Graphic
/~i~j,~ .
HP scientific & Expandable
-oo._pri:o _p .
business
The best calculator for
•I••"'•••
calculators.
your education and your
:·: :·: : :
career - 128.KB of RAM
- .... - "
•HP lOB
built
in,
plus
expandability.
~~~~n
•HP 17 Bil
•HP 95LX
•HP 48G Graphic
_~:::..:::.::~
;-.,
• HP200LX
32-KB RAM built in.
F",l;;w HEWLETT
•HP 32SII
All HP 48GX features
a!!l!..a PP.CKARD
included except plug-in option.
• HP42S

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at
INTERNATIONAL Calculator. & Computer
898-0081 - 2916 Corrine Drive - by the navy base

Student Bargains 11
. · ~ save ·more. It's been. rented. before·.· ~ .
..._

~

Sleeper & Chair Sets .................. .from $199.99

5-Pc. Dinette Sets ...... ~ ................ from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............. from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets.......................

.... from $ 59.99

Hurry in to Core am.J save 30-70% on pre-leased. brand name
can't afford to miss these savings.

furniturc~ We sell for less, so you

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ VISA' j
Store Hour:>: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m .~
,

Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

-

CORT.
FURNITURE RENTAL
CLEARANCE CENTER

November 17, 199
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140
FREECAT!PrettyMellow.Hadshots/
House trained. Responsible people
only. Call 273-1147 anytime

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING.
From the company that still makes
rings the old fashioned way-with
hand-crafted molds with real old
wortd artisanship. Jostens! There
is a difference; look for it. At the
UCF Bookstore.

K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip. Sameday service avail. We've moved. Call
for info. 277-9600

A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123.
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Just a fu**ing thought
by Sean "Vicious" Perry
rmsofu**ingpunkthatithurts.
Ilive to rip the lungs out of some punk
in some fu**ing pit in some fu**ing
punkclubfortryingtojockmyfu**ing
seven inch.
rvebeenpunksincelfirstheard
Sid and Johnny pissing on the Queen.
Igotneedles andpinswhenmyfu**ing
boy, Joey belted out shock treatment.
Fu** ya rm so fu**ing punk
that I might shave my head and start
smashing sh**.

R E S- E R V E

.

0 F F I C E R S'

T R A I N I N G

Ya, I fu**ed Sheena, long before she became some punk rock
wanna-be. Ya, and was fu**ing there
in the Hollywood Bowl when we
fu**ing tore the place down for three
days last summer. I didn't see any
othermutha fu**in 0-Town sh**s in
the bowl when my fu**ing religion
went Bad and we got out of line.
Hey, if you think youf more
punk than me, then let's go out and
smash some sh**, namely your bead.
Damn, I'm so fu**ing punk that it
hurts.
Truly, my level minded peers,
you do not believe such hype to be
real. I'vehadquiteafewfuends appear
as punk rockers only to tum their
hypocritical backs when the going got
rough.
Most of those kids that claim to
be punk are simply posers that make
all us genuine punks look bad.I would
like to send some props out to all those
punks that made this issue as fun as it
looks.
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ARMY ROTC

SUMMER SCHOOL
.·FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY
TO THE TOP.

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU~ TAKE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL CAPTAIN BRYANT
.. UCF ARMY ROTC

If you didn't sign up for

leadership training. By the
ROTC as a freshman or
time you graduate from colsophomore, you can still
Jege, you'll have the credencalch up to your classtials of an Army officer.
mates by attending lE•oH s"'" You'll also have the selfArmy ROTC Camp ·
' confidence and disci·
Challenge, a paid sixpline it takes to succeed
week summer course in.
in college and beyond.

( 407) 823-5383
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Armando Solares
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Be infonned.
Write the news.
823-8192

J<aplan and get .,
a h1gHer score...
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PUNK
ROCK

by JEFF HUNT
Axis writer

.

"·

:The s

years, the public had been surprisThese same radio stations
ingly open to the hard and driving were quick to perceive the change
sound of the Seattle bands. The in music and jumped on the wagon.
public was now more accustomed · They
to hearing powerful, chaotic mu- wanted
sic, and punk · was in a perfect to hear
position to make its move.
what
Epitaph records sent outsev- e I s e
eral compilations of their bands to E p i -

coming
pating in the punk rebellion were
no'f begging to be let in.
One would think that the

British had always been more concerned with politics, and their form
of social protest showed it. The
Grunge is dead! The SouthClash spoke up,
ern California·sound is alive, well
saying
that
and permeating the radio waves.
"Charley Don't
It has been a banner year for
Surf' and the Pisthe punk rockers of California,
tols followed with
and they are preparing to change
"Anarchy in the
the face of music
U.K." and "God
while changing your
Save the Queen. "
mind. The scene is
T h e s e
led by Epitaph
simple
chants
records anc 'heir roll
made their way to
call of bands like
the West Coast of
NOFX, Rancid, OffAmerica where the
spring, Down by
era of peace and
Law, and, of course,
love was coming to
Bad Religion.
an end and youths
These bands,
were angry that the
under the guidance
American dream
of Epitaph records,
was a lie . The time
have come together
was right for a new
to secure a place for
sound and the
punk in the · annals
Southern Califorof modern rock. ·
nians were ready
Let's set the
to
experience
scene: Grunge had
something differrun its course and
ent.
kids who normally
T
h
e
listened to the kinder
Ramones, The
alternative sounds
Germs, The Alice
were now primed to
Bag Band, and X
hear more. Grunge
all smashed onto
had awakened their
the scene. There
ears and minds,' but
were others like
there was no more
The
Weirdos, The
Down By Law, led by Dave Smalley formerly of
Don't know where to start, pick up Epitaph's
because the originalScreamers,
The
DYS, Dag Nasty, and All, posing like punks.
roll call, Punkorama.
ity that had attracted
Damned,
The
them had been lost. It was time to be used in surf \ 1 1de~s and they . taph had to offer and soon they record industry would have caught Dead Kennedys, Fear, and Black
move on, but grunge fans were were all received. very well, espe- were on to what a small few had on by now. They had already Flag. They all personified the pasnot ready to give up the energy cially Offspring. They became th~ known for years- Bad Religion missed the coming of the South- sion for change and became the
they had found; they wanted some- flavor of the month and began dps.
ern California sound once before. spokespeople for a growing numthing new.
receiving air time on commercial
_The cycle had gone full
The early '70s were a time ber of disillusioned youths.
Although punk music had radio for their hit, "Keep 'Um circle. The record labels that had many picked up on this new fad
They played loud and obbeen too crazy for most over the Separated."
once scoffed at the idea of partici- and began to follow the trend. The noxious music, wore make-up and
rebelled against society. They
didn't just ask dad for the car, they
took it.
The punk rock scene exploded for a few brief years and _
then collapsed, yet it had not failed.
The rest of California was in on
the sound as well. They joined in
on the fun and began to encourage
more musical diversity.
One of the bands to lead this
procession was Bad Religion.just
young kids who wanted to piss
people off. They drew across with
the "no" symbol around it, learned
a few chords and started to play
shows.
They were a hit, buttheyfound
little interest in punk rock by the
mainstream labels. It did not matter
though, Bad Religion wanted to remain true to its punk origins and
control its own destiny.
So to work around this, guitarist Brett Gurewitz started his own
record label called Epitaph records.
He recorded Bad Religion's first album, How Can Hell Be Any Worse?
in 1981. From there, the label put out
several limited addition 7-inchrecords
and then searched for new talented to
support.
Other underground labels like
Alternative Tentacles and Discord
soon started and there became a forum
for punk rock. The bands changed
along
with the sound, but it was still
•
photol\Vilie Hames
Rancid, showing that the style and sound hasn't changed, is stinking up the circuit opening for Offspring.
punk and it was still here to stay.
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AN AMERICAN INSTITUTION
by KIM GUESS
Axis writer

"One! Two! Three! Four!"
rang out across America as the unmistakable battle cry of the American
punk sensation, The Ramones. It
would be shameful and blasphemous
to talk about American punk rock
without giving due credit to the band
that started it all.
Punk music was on the rise in
1974 and 1975, as the new wave of
music was grabbing the U.K. by the
throat and shaking it.
While punk rock in
Arnericadidn 'thaveas big
acultfollowing and lacked
the brutal angerofthe bands
from England, it none the
less contributed a substantial portion to punk culture
with a band called The
Ramones. Oddly enough,
The Ramones had a huge
following in the anti-everything punk circles of
England. They even influenced many ofthe English
bands forming at the time,
like the Sex Pistols and the
Clash. The Ramones were
pioneers, without whom
punk rock might never

have reached the scale that it did.
In 1974 the original cast of
Ramones fonned in New York City.
They were Joey Ramone (born Jeffrey Hyman, vocals),Johnny Ramone
(born John Cummings, guitar), ·Dee
Dee Ramone (born Douglas Colvin,
bass),andTommyRamone(bornTom
Erdelyi in Budapest, drums). All met
at Forest Hills High School in New
York. The quartet shared interests in
surf music, Buddy Holly and comic
culture, all of which influenced their

musical style.
Since then, The Ramones have
changed drummers twice. Marky
Ramone(MarkBell)replacedTommy
Ramone in 1977 when Tommy de-

cided to pursue a career in production.
And in 1983, Marky was replaced by
RichieRamone(RichieReinhardt,also
known as Richie Beau).
The Ramones began their ca-

reers playing at various New York
clubs, but they received the most exposure at a club called CBGB's.
CBGB 's, a notorious biker bar,
has been a mecca for many American
underground bands.
TheRamones' firstgig
took place there Aug.
16, 1974. Since then,
they have developed
their own cult followingbyputtingouttrademark two-minute
power chord driven
songs like ''Blitzkrieg
Bop" and "Sheena is a
Punk Rocker."
Beingone ofthe
first new wave acts
signed to a major label
gave The Ramones
other entertainment
opportunities as well.
For example, they
starred in and supplied
most of the soundtrack
for a 1979 film called
Rock 'N' Roll High
School, and they were

A special dental care offer for UCF students...

A Complete Exam, Xrays & ·
Cleaning for $29!
0110 (INITIAL)

1110(ROUTINE)

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

(A $110 value)

Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 12/31/94

UCF TEAM DENTIST

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and

save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association , Academy of
Gereral Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and A/afaya Dr.
East Orlando

featured in an underground film short
called Punking Out.
The Ramones
are still the leaders of
punk
rock
in
America, and quite possibly the
world.
Ifyou have an interest in learning more about The Ramones, you
can whet your tastes with the book
Ramones: An American Band by
Jim Bessman. It is complete with
photos and the story of their lives
and careers as the Ramones.
·
If you would like to compile
classic Ramones without buying all
, thealbums,RAMONESMANIA features most of their best work, spanning two decades. Their latest release, Acid Eaters, is a cover compilation honoring all of Joey's favorites.

·Com_munity Bio-Resources, Inc.
330 West Fairbanks Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789

Until Hobots

replace Humans
... your plasma will
nlwnys he 11cccfod

Telephone:
407-644-1544

The Mill Bakery, Eatery & Brewery

you can
actually interact
with live
1V football
games via
satellite right here. Compete
with other players here and
nationally by anticipating live
quarterback plays.

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLAS"'1A YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock

*Protect against infection

*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous

*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors

fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

forvHemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL.
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SicR of all the posers, then checR these ~uys out
by JEFF HUNT
Axis writer

S

ick of it All, the New York City hardcore powerhouse,

played to a madhouse at the Asylum in Melbourne last
Friday night. The band is promoting its latest release,
Scratch the Surface.
The event was a genuine treat, as Sick of it All stayed true to its
hardcore roots. And though they . have signed with East/West, a
di vision of Atlantic, Scratch the Suiface is still full of powerful and
grinding tunes that will make any punker jump with joy.
Right from start, Sick of it All charges out with "No Cure"
leading the way. This primes the synapses in your brain to prepare it
for the full on attack of the ensuing songs. The whole album rips, and
there is not a minute of wasted time with ballads and the like.
Highlights include "Maladjusted" and "Farm Team." One song
of real interest is "Goatless," about the nut who went to school with
a gun and killed several of his classmates while wearing a Sick of it
A11 T-shirt.
Lou KolJer, the man on the mike, and his brother, Pete,
combine their talents to head up the group. Arman Majidi, formerly
of Straight Ahead, and Craig Satari, of Youth of Today and Agnostic
Front, round out the line up.
Sick of it All played some of the hardest music to come from
the Big Apple in years .

Are you as
punk as I?

•

The Great Rock
'n' Roll Swindle
Sex Pistols
(Warner Bros.)
*
*
*
*

"

ALL
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10-6: ROLLERBLADE DEMO VAN ON SITE!
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& ACCESSORIE

1-6:KECHELESURFBOARDS TRUCKLOAD SALE!

Ramones Mania
Ramones
(Sire)

MEET MATT KECHELE IN PERSON!

3-5 MEET WADE
(SPECIAL:

FREE PS.&

S

cox

AWSEOME BOARD SELECTION

PRO TOUR SLALOM

CHAMP

SLALOM BAG WITH ANY SKI PURCHASE!)

9-9: ALL SNOW SKI CLOTHING 25-65% OFF

10-6 ROLLERBLADE DEMO VAN ON SITE!
9-6 20% OFF WETSUITS, ROPES, & GLOVES
9-6 ALL SKATE WHEELS & ACCESS. 25% OFF
9-6 $20 OFF ANY WATERSKI OR WAKEBOARD OR
KNEEBOARD.

(INCLUDES H.O., CONNELLY, OBRIEN 8c MORE)

ALL SURFWEAR & SANDALS 25 - 50% OFF!
SALE HOURS

9:00-6:00

Punkorama
Various Epitaph
Artists

SUCH AS BILLABONG, RUSTY QUIKSILVER, TEVA, NIKE 8t MORE!
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Nativity In Einck: A
Tribute to Black Sabbath

(Columbia)
Ask any serious heavy
metal musician what the first real
metal band was, and he or she will
tell you, unequivocally, that the
answer is Black Sabbath. As Peter
Steele ofType 0 Negative puts it,
"I think that Sabbath are directly
responsible for all metal, hardcore,
thrash and Goth music"
While musicians around the
world agree that Sabbath is the
greatest metal band to ever enter a
recording studio, Nativity in Black
is proof that many bands who
cover a Sabbath tune end up producing something that does not
even remotely resemble the qual-

ity of the original song.
Megadeth's version
of "Paranoid" is a great example. Dave Mustane is a
fitting vocalist for
Megadeth' s hard thrash
music, but when he bellows out "People think I'm
insane because I am frowning all the time," he sounds
about as out of place as
Frank Sinatra would be
singing "Welcome to the
Jungle." Guitarist Marty
Friedman seems to be stroking his
own ego rather than paying tribute
to the Metal Masters as he adds a
ridiculous amount of guitar fluff.
1,000 Homo DJ's (featuring
Ministry's Al Jorgensen) cover of
"Supemaut" alsoratiks up therewith
the worst Sabbath cover I've ever
heard (the worst is -either Green
Jelly's ''Iron Man" or my own high
school garage band's "War Pigs").
TheDJ's techno-versionofthisclassic Sabbath song, complete with
distorted vocals and othercomputergenerated effects, sounds akin to
whataMetallicacoverof"The 1812
Overture" might sound like.
Yet some tracks on Nativity
in Black do justice to Ozzy and the
gang. Therapy?' s ~ersion of "Iron
Man," with former Sabbath vocalist
Ozzy Ozbome singing, sounds more
like a tribute than a mockery (al-

101

spe1cer's

though by doing the vocals for
Therapy?, Ozborne is ironically
doing a tribute to himself).
White Zombie also does a
great version o.f "Children of the
Grave," even though Rob Zombie's
rough, raw vocals are about a 180
degree opposite of · Ozborne's
smooth, polished sound on the original. Using their penchant for
samples, White Zombie probably
does the best job of tailoring the
song they cover to reflect the band's
own sound, while leaving the question in the listener's mind that the
song they are hearing is definitely~
Black Sabbath tune. .
The album liner artwork is also
quite creative, with each band appearing on the album represented by a tarot
card. Underneath is a quote from one
of the band members on how Sabbath
influenced their lives.
Though none of the cuts on
Nativity in Black are better than the
original Sabbath songs, a few tracks
do come close. Producer Bob
Chiappardi said he spent two years
selecting the bands to appear on this
disc. After listening to the whole CD,
it's clear that he made a number of
goodchoices.However, wh~nhemade
some of the band selections, his cognitive capacities must have been blurred
by a bit too much "Sweet Leaf."
•DaveBauer

bl1es

e1ptolles
01

'Or11ie'
Picture two runaway trains erupted in 1991, afterJon Spencer's
in yourmind'seye, both on the same first indevour, Pussy Galore, broke
track speeding towards each other up. They released a self title debut
like two bullets sharing a grim des- that was accliamed by everyone in
tiny. Imagine Sonic Youth driving the know, Despite the funk driven
train A with their entropic single and video for "Afro," JSBX
distortionary nojse. Imagine in train were stiU unknowns in the realm of
B, Blues Traveller jamming away the underground. (FYI: JSBX were
in the second . hour of their set. the first to feature outragous platSweatty bodies relentlessly groove form shoes, bell bottoms, and
to John Poppin' s harmonica. These garganuaon afros in a music video,
two forces grow closer and closer, unlike those "rap guys.") With their
until they collide and explode. From latest Matador release, JSBX hopes
the ashes of this co11ision, like·a to gain the recognition they deserve.
There is a good deal of
phoenix, rises the sounds of The
anomosity
between Blues ExploJon Spencer's Blues Explosion.
sion
and
some
critics. Some critiJon Spencer's Blues Explosion has just released it's thir9 cize that JSBX has nothing to do
longplayer, Orange. With Orange with the blues. "Some say 'it's a
we see the blues explosion become feeling' ... I mean the name of the
evenmoreecentriclytinged.JSBX's band it j,ust kind of a fuck you. We
first single "Dang," is a kamakazi all love the blues and we've all ti ved
ride to nowhere in paticular. This is it, but we're really not a blues band.
is pretty much the feeling that pre- · I guess if anything we're a blues
sides over all of Orange. It's an rock band. I think we're just a rock
unpredictible rollercoasfer ride that band and we make good rock and
roll." With this in mind, check out
is not for the feign of heart.
The Blue's Ex losion Oran e.
(
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Receive a pair of passes to a General Cinema viewGoats
No Goats, No Glory
(Sony)

Dillon Fence
Living Room Scene
(Mammoth)

The Goats are perhaps the
best rap group nobody has heard
of. They released Tricks of the
Shade a couple years ago, and the
politically-driven CD was one of
the finest of the year.
The only problem with it
was they pulled a De La Soul and
threw a little anti-George Bush
message between nearly every
song.
Their new CD is totally different. They sound much more
Ii ve band-sound oriented. The subject matter has totally shifted from
political to all about smoking
blunts, and for the angry, young
message, see "Wake 'N' Bake''
and "Philly Blunts."
In certain aspects it's better,
but for the most part it's not as
strong as their first release.
But, as I said earlier, it's
still much better than ~ anything
else out there, because when you
listen to the Goats you get the
feeling there are actually still rappers out there with a brain and a
purpose.

What do you think of when
you think standard four-piece
altumative band-over-used, tired
melodies, single flavor of guitar
sound, a singer that just isn't very
good? The above critera is what
Dillion Fence is aspiring to.
This is a band that sounds like
they know what they are doing, but
it's all been done before (and better
forthatmatter).Anexampleis"High
School Sap," the sixth track. This is
a sad attempt to be atmospheric aJ)d
moody. Teach me five or six chords
and give me a gift certificate to go
buy some effects with, and there is
not a doubt in my mind that I could
do bettermyself. The disc does have
some less dim spots however. "Day
afterTommarow" is a bit catchy but
nothing spectacular.
The main problem with
Dillion is the singer's voice. He
sounds like he could fill in for any of
the Glam Rock bands of the late
eighties. Hop the fence or this one
will be sitting in your Living Room
Scene collecting dust.

•DJSwanceZ

•JimMartin

star Trek or ·any film of your choice,
and a pair of passes to the Pearl Jam show at.
ing of

Cosmic Concerts at the Orlando Science Center.
Just bring by two items of canned food and help
Axis help others for Thanksgiving.
Please stop·by Future offices beside the UC7 Theaters and drop off your cans to receive your passes
valued at over $20.
Also enter to win a Star Trek VHS game and other
collector's items.

Call 823-8192 with any questions.

<
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TUESDAY
the 22nd
Rolling
Stones will make
The

three stops in Florida,
beginning with
tonight in Tampa and
then Friday in Miami
and Sunday in
Gainesville.

•

Gwar, Skatenigs
The Stones are spending the week in the sunshine state.

and Buzzoven are
gonna rip up the shed
at the Edge, starting
about 8 p.m.

Monday the 28th
Local punkers, Potential Frenzy, play the
Downtown Jazz & Blues with showtime
kicking off at 8 p.m.

Saturday
, the 26th
N 0 FX and Face to
Face are all about
punk rock, with
Epitaph's newest
baby, Ten Foot Pole
opening the show at
the Edge . .

MONDAY
Jeopard!I CGreenl

2-«>m

TUESDAY
10-2Pm lnformatton Boo1b.

Condom-Handout_
. and a Ulsual
-

CGreenl

5:45-lPm Dr. Robert WaDace
CHPB 360)

WEDNESDAY
I0-4Pm AIDS Awareness fair
CGreenl

Into. music,
and fun I

THURSDAY
NATIONAL AIDS DAY II
Ribbon Passout-AD Da~

I 0-2PID

AIDS Pe1ltlon
CLl>rantl

2-«>m RoOerblade Race
6-9Pm Movie "PhlladelPhla"
CWUd Plzzal

fRlDAY
2·3Pm

Kai Note Speaker:
Louise ~ CGreenl
"AIDS In the famllY"

November 28th

December .2nd

'Ronteo et Juliette' dazzles
Central Florida audiences
Bruun. Much of the blocking contradicts the text. For example, in her
boudoir, Juliette tells Romeo,
"Come. You are forgiven." At that
point in the production, Romeo can-

by RICHARD AGSTER
Axis arts critic

Familiar to all, the story of
Romeo and Juliet conjures images
of blood, balconies and
"wherefore art thou"s.
This season, the Orlando
Opera Company brings
Charles Gounod's retelling of the tragic tale
of the most famous lovers.
The opera Romeo
et Juliette is based upon
the Shakespeare play and
faithfully adheres to the
outline of the story.
Manyofthebard'soriginal lines are directly
translated or paraphrased
into the opera's native
French. (For the uninitiated operagoer, the Orlando Opera Company
has graciously provided English
subtitles to help a wider audience
understand the foreign language
singing.) Only two major differences occur between Shakespeare
and Gounod. A servant is replaced
by a charming page boy, Stephano,
and Juliette awakes in time to indulge in afinal loveduet withRomeo
before both die.

not get any closer to receive her
forgiveness, for they have been rolling around their marriage bed since
the beginning of the act.
Bruun's staging of the duo's
death must be especially excruciating for the actors, who are asked
to drape themselves across each
other in awkward angles.
The duel scene stands as a
shining exception. Brilliantly cho-

.-----------------"----------~

Coupling Shakespeare with
Gounod's lyric opera style results in
a large-scale work, which the Orlando Opera Company tackles with
enthusiasm.
The stars of the event are the
lovers themselves. Gounod meant
to showcase primarily the two voices
and composed almost two entire
acts for the duo. Audiences become
almost grateful when characters
other than Romeo and Juliette get a
chance to sing.
The leads for the Sunday
matinee performance included Jon
Garrison as Romeo and Gail Dobish
as his Juliette. Both Dobish and
Garrison possess the strength required to sustain their singing and their love - throughout the
three-hour production.
Dobish brings a large voice
withagoodhighrangerothero~of

Juliette. She navigates the outer
edges of Juliette's emotional spectrum especially well, from her first
gay waltz aria to the final thrust of
the dagger. Also in her favor,
Dobish's figure stands correctly
petite, and her acting comes across
appropriately girlish. .

include an exuberant and engaging
Mercutio, played by Erich Paree, a
sprightly.suitably boyishMarguerite Krull as Stephano and a slightly
comic, big-voiced Frere Laurent,
played by Richard McKee.
Both the Music Orlando orchestraanct theCamerataensemble
work stay out of the way of the
major action and provide appropriate accompaniment.
The only real obstacle in this

University Mobil
Your one stop automotive need

r-------------------,
SPECIAL
OIL CHANGE
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L-------------------~
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677-7988

(M@bil)

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of University & Goldenrod
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Tanning-10 visits $19.99
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ploys a lync v01ce, which he uses
with sensitive artistry. Garrison's
wide dynamic range is especially
effective in high, soft passages. His
voice is also complemented by good
looks. Garrison's tall figure looks
excellent on the stage.
Other performances of note

reographed, all actors handle
swords professionally and believably, and the fighting uses the
whole stage.
While well-constructed, sets
wax overly simplistic.
Creating an atmosphere of the opulent
Renaissance palace of
the Capulets proves
problematic without
the addition of the actors. Clad in rich, authentic costumery, the
chorus dances, filling
the stage with lush reds
and glittering gold.··
The.Orlando Opera Company's production of Romeo et
Juliette is an event not
often seen in Central
Florida, home of Walt Disney
World and the Orlando Magic.
The last performance of
Gounod's Romeo et Juliette will
be this ·evening at 8 p.m. 1n the
Bob Carr Auditorium. Students
receive special discounts. For
more information, call the Orlando
Opera Company at 426-1717. For
ticket information, call the Bob
Carr box office at 426-1700.

EYES FOREVER OPTICAL ·
•

TASTE THE GREEK mFFERENCE FOR

$

"1, 00
·

THEN

"THE PLACE FOR EYES"

• THE CLOSEST FULL SERVICE OPTICAL TO UCF

ANY COMPLETE GLASSES
INCLUDING GIORGIO ARMANI & GUESS
(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109)

$25°0 OFF
FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES
($15.00 VALUE)

Corner of University Blvd. & Goldenrod 671-0669

Fri - Sun Nov. 11, 12, 13
Sample our food in the tent and then
visit our store for other great specials • GYROS • SALADS • SOUPS • SANDWICHES
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Spring training is next up for baseball, but will anyone come?
· Baseball in America
.,

,.

•

"lo

f

Richard C. Crepeau
How long has it been now?
Twomonths?Threemonths?Does
anyone remember exactly when
the baseball strike began? For the
record it was August 12, 1994,
some three months and a week
ago. Then in early September came
word that the season was gone,
and the playoffs and the World
Series were down the drain.
The questions concerning
what lies ahead are numerous and
to some extent ominous. The questi on of where we are now is nearly
unanswerable.
The big change in the last
week is that Richard Ravitch is
gone as the leader of the ownership negotiating team, having been
replaced by John Harrington of
the Red Sox. It is a bit early to tell,
but this is not likely to make a
major difference, even through the
owners are saying they have given
up the salary cap in favor of a tax
on revenues. Initially, this appears
to be no more than a smoke screen.
The only other major change
at this point is the appointment of
a federal mediator who is working
on the stalled negotiations and so
there have been and will be a few
more negotiating sessions. But no
mediator can mediate if the two

parties in dispute are not interested in a settlement.
It is clear now that ownership is not seeking a settlement
but only a surrender, which they
know will not come soon. As for
the players, they are still looking
to maintain the status quo and will
not likely settle for less than an
ownership surrender.
What all this means is that
this strike is very likely to continue on through the off-season
and right into the beginning of
spring training. The camps will
open in February, but who will
come?. This indeed is the major
question to be answered.
At least one owner said recently that when the camps open
he expects a significant number of
minor leaguers to report along with
a few major leaguers. This owner
believes that the first to break the
picket line will be the Latin players, who are more dependent on
the money, and have a different
approach to the game because of
its significance for their lives.
Latin players are, some owners
believe, more concerned with
themselves and their families than
with union solidarity.
Once the Latin players break

ranks other major leaguers will enormously from a showdown befollow, maybe not in great num- tween major leagueowners and playbers initially, but enough to en- ers. It might also force much more
able the owners to put a legitimate expansion much quicker than anyproduct on the field. And once the one in major league basebalJ would
games begin, and once fans begin like. It will be worth watching
to come out and watch, and the closely. This is not exactly a players games start appearing on televi- league, but it does have that look of
sion, these games will acquire a the /ohn Montgomery Ward led
legitimacy of their own, and in the movement in the late 19th century.
end most of the remaining players
There are other serious issues
will report and the union will be facing both players and owners. For
broken.
example, if the start of next season is
Ah, at last, an owner who is in doubt, what does this do the abilwilling to admit what this has been ity of major league teams to market
all about from the beginning de- their teams in the off-season. Can
spite the pretension and protesta- you sell season tickets? Can you
tion. The primary objective has project a team budget? Will there be
been to break the union. This is a TV contract? How much would
what the firing of the commis- fans pay to watch replacement player
sic.mer was about, and what the teams? What would all of this do the
stone-walling of the negotiations value of the franchi es, and how
has been about.
would that affect newer ownership
If this scenario proceeds to groups who are mortgaged to the
its conclusion there will be some hilt and need considerable revenues
very ugly incidents along the way, justtomakeinterestpayments?How
and the bitterness that will linger badly will the -selling of merchanboth on and off the field will taint dise, a major source of new revthe game for years to come. And enues, be affected by continuing
the trail of lawsuits could be end- labor strife?
less.
Other technical questions wil1
It could also set the scene haunt the future negotiations. What
for the success of the newly an- . happens to all of this time that has
nounced United States League
which plans on opening operations in the 1996 season. One
wonders in fact if such a scenario
might bring the United States
league into business in 1995.
This league which will have
much less revenue and presumably
lower salaries could in fact benefit

pas ed, will it count time in ervice which determine a pla) er'
eligibi1ity for arbitration and free
agency? And \ hat of curr nt free
agents can they go ahead and ign
with other teams? In fact if there i
no contra t and the owne attempt
toimpo ranewone,do e eryone
then become a free agent and d
the entire labor relation hip get redefined?
And o as fa11 tum into winter, and winter to spring, maj rand
minor questions abound. But I
would venture to gue s that the two
most important questions ar , how
many and which play rs will re rt
to spring training and cro the
picket line? And will televi ion put
out real money to televise game
involving replacement players? If
either of these things happen it will
assert tremendou pre sure on th
player and the union. It will al o go
a long way in determining not ju t
the outcome of thi strike, but in
determining the future shape and
form of major league baseball into
the next century.
Richard Crepeau is the
head of the history department at

UCF.
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Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
Opening Soon

University and Goldenrod

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444
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Ute Seniors
Utanks for an exciting four years

Magic show off an improved bench
11.1 minutes and 4.3 points and 4.9
rebounds in sevenpreseason games
team-high 25 points as well as a for the Magic.
team-high 12 rebounds. Brian ·
Hamm ink will add height and
Shaw was the hired gun off th~ skill to a team that has their big men
bench, he earned the "sub of the g~tting the job done. Horace Grant
game" award with 17 points.
and O' Neal are the only pair in the
The Magic have been mov- Eastern Conference currently avering some of their own players around aging a double-double in points and
lastweek. TheywaivedKeithTower rebounds this season. Their Westlast Thursday and activated Geert ern Conference counterpart, Otis
Hammink. Tower, a 6-11 center, Thorpe and Hakeem Olajuwon (the
appeared in only two games ·this other pair with a double-double avseason, with one rebound and one erage) will be coming to town to
point in only five minutes of action. face the · Magic this Wednesday
Hammink, a 7-0 center, averaged evenina.
SHAQ, from page 20

Student Literary Publication

. .. Wednesday's
Liter Nite
?

*2.50 liter ti112am
*2.00 liter 12 tit close
*Live Entertainment
7660 University Blvd (Goodlngs Shopping Cen1er)

(407) 679-6600

,
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CF's season comes to abrupt end
NO PLAYOFFS, from page 20

•

•

reer catches and yards, brealcing the
previous marks of Ron Sellers of
Florida State.
McDowell took a timeout to
allow fans and players to acknowledge David Rhodes new record.
Rhodes finished his career with 213
receptions for 3, 61 8 yards, but he is
still taking in the magnitude of his
achievements.
''It really hasn'thitme.It'sjust
something you take with you. You
look back on it as you get older, and
you can appreciate it more ... It's a
great accomplishment," he said.
The defense did an outstandingjob as well, holding Buffalo to 79
total yards and registering its first
shutout since a 12-0 victory over
ValdostaStatein Septemberof I991.
The defense was led by linebackers Travis Cooper and Robert
Alexander, who registered seven and
six tackles respectively. Preseason
All-American defensive end Greg
Jefferson had a big day as well, recording five solo tackles.
Jefferson knew how important the game was for the defense.
"It was a big goal for us to get
the shutout. We felt that we had to
beat them impressively for us to get at
least a look for the playoffs," said
Jefferson.

Although the game was lopsided, there was some controversy
toward the end when UCF called a
timeout with four ~nds left to try
and score again.
Some felt that UCF was trying to run the score up in an attempt
to impress the playoff committee,
but McDowell said he was only trying to give his quarterback a chance
at history.
Darrin Hinshaw needed only
one more touchdown pass to break
the UCF career record of 26.
Hinshaw, though, said it might not
have been the best decision.
"[Taking the time out] was
not to rub it in or anything like that
It's a simple record that didn't get
accomplished... and we're sorry if
we made anylxxly upset"
Th~ Golden Knight's good
but disappointing season might
now only be remembered as the
season of ''What if?" but UCF has
learned a great deal about being
successful.
Running back Marquet~e
Smith echoed the thoughts of the
entire team about missing the playoffs and not focusing on every game.
''It was upsetting to lose the
games we lost I think in all situations
we were the better team. We just
didn't play like it or just had some
unfortunate breakdowns."

Golden Knights say goodbye to 14 seniors
by TODD MAZZA

DarinHinshawsaid,"It'svery playing some pro football, and godisappointing not making the play- ing out and doing what it talces to
offs my senior year, but I'll keep my keep my career going," said
.Four or five years ago, 14 head up and I realize I did some Hinshaw, who owns seven UCF
kids graduated high school and great things here and unfortunately records.
moved on to college to get an educa- we didn't come up with a champiForsythe said, "It eases the
pain a little bit knowing I can talce
tionandmaybemalcesomebigplays onship."
for the university'.s football team.
For some seniors, it's time to my game to the next level."
Now those same kids have move into the real world and seek
But when it comes to looking
matured and become grown men. employment. But for a few, dreams forward, Rhodes best sums it all up.
They'vesucceededin the classroom, of pl~ying professional football are
"When I walk out of here
and made football at UCF exciting definitely within grasp.
today, Ilook forward to the futurefur thousands of~s.Bu~allgood~~~"21·~m~g~o=~~g~t=o~loo~k~fo_rw~ar_d_t_o~I_b_r_~~g~s_o_m_e~gr_e_a_t_
m_e_
m_o_
ri_es_._··~
things must come to an end.
The NCAA says you can play
four years of college football then
Wolff System-Tanning at
you must move on. So once again,
Robert Alexander, Darin Hinshaw,
Mark Whittemore, David Rhodes,
Bob Menello, Charles Anderson,
MikeGruttadauria, Kris Keene, Bill
Cook, Ray Forsythe, John Wouda,
Frank Campbel1, Greg Jefferson and
Chris Cade packed their bags and
headed out, having finisbed their
final season this past Saturday with
a 48-0 victory over the Bulls from
the University of Buffalo.
I
4"NAIL
"I'm in a stage of denial,"
tECHNICIANS
said offensive tackle Ray Forsythe.
"For some reason I still don't think
this was my last college game."
Wide receiver Daved Rhodes
said, "I'm sure I' II shed a tear or two
Call for Prices!
Sign Up a Friend &
about this being my last game," He
(Student Discounts Available)
Get 2 Free Visits
added,"But we didn't get in (to the
playoffs) so my college career is
MASSAGE THERAPIST (By Appt. Only)
over."
REEDY PLAZA -10376 E. COLONIAL
Clearly, the seniors would
have loved to end their careers in the
· Mon.-Fri. 8:30 am-9 pm; Sat. 9 am-6 pm
playoffs, at the very least. But as
ER~
fans found out Sunday, that just
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94
Massage Therapist #MA 0011430
won't be the case.
Staff writer

Tan-Fastique

Tanni119 Safon

RILL SERVICE SALON
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10

SESSIONS

JTOSERVE

$25

YOU

282-6042
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Join the Sea World Family for the hol idays and have fun, meet
friends, and earn a $100 BONUS in addition to your paycheck
for a holly, jolly holiday season. Just minutes from Orlando,
our world famous entertainment park seeks high-energy individuals to help us in

"
3

Sea-wlrld.

• FOOD SERVICE
• MERCHANDISE
• OPERATIONS
Team up with Sea World and you'll receive:
• A starting rate of $5.00 per hour
•Medical insurance is available
• Compli mentary tickets to Sea World, Busch Gardens,
and Cypress Gardens
• Free admission for yourself with your employee ID card
• Discounts for food and merchandise
•PLUS A $100 BONUS
FOR WORKING THE HOLIDAY SEASON

Don't delay! Apply in person:
Monday - Friday, 9:00 am - 4:30 pm . ~ 1
Come to the
· !
Sea World Staffing Center
l
7007 Sea World Drive
•
1
Orlando, FL
~
Job Line Phone Number: 363-2612
1

1
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run with the Bulls, win 48-0

by JUSTIN DELIAS

as it has all season, posting 510 total
yards of offense while on1y being
penalized six times for 55 yards. The
Saturday was Parent's Day at Golden Knights had the ground-game
the Citrus Bowl, and The Golden going as wen, churning up 22~ yards,
Knights did their part to impress their led by Marquette Smith's 119: With
parents, as well as the pollsters, put- that 119 yards, Smith went over 1000
ting the Buffalo Bulls out to pasture yards for the.season and became only
48-0.
the fourth back in UCF history to
After losing a close game to reach that mark.
EastCarolinalastweek, UCFdropped
The Golden Knights got things
to No. 20 in the Division I-AA polls. underway in a hurry when "Mr.
Only a huge win over Buffalo and Excitment,"ToddCleveland,returned
some lucky breaks would have given the opening kickoff 99 yards for the
UCF a spot in the playoffs.
score. This came as a delight for fans
It was 1:1p to a committee to and the ROTC, which fires a can11on
decide whether or not UCF was wor-. shot every time the Golden Knights
thy of a spot in the 16 team playoff reach the endzone.
bracket, but when the gavel came
The Golden Kpjghts scored
down at 3 p.m. Sunday, the Golden another touchdown on their next posKnights were nowhere to be found on session, and were stopped only when
theplayofflist. Coach Gene McDowell they stopped themse1ves. An interis proud of the Golden Knight's sea- ceptionandafumbleby UCFquarterson, but is disappointed with the final backDarinHinshawaretheon1ythings
outcome.
that kept UCF from scoring 50 points
.''We had our chance to do what in the first half on their way to a record
we needed to make the playoffs, but setting day.
we didn't get it done. The loss to
On Saturday, All-American
Samford really hurt us," said receiver David Rhodes became the
McDowell.
state's all-time leading receiver in caAgainst the Bulls, UCF' s of.:
see NO PLAYOFFS, page 19
fense looked as efficient and balanced
Staff writer

:

The NBA season isjustunderway, and already there have been
major transactions. Chris Webber finally ended his holdout and signed a
one-year contract with the Golden
State Warriors, but because of conflicts between WebberandWarrior's
head coach Don Nelson, the Warriors traded Webber to the WashingtonBulletsforforwardTom Gugliotta
andfirstrounddraftpicksin '96, '98,
and theyear2CXXlAlthoughGugliotta
is a quality player, the Warriors basically got back their first round picks
they gave to the Magic when they
traded Penny Hardaway to the Magic
for Webber.
On the subject of basketball,
the Magic released back-up center
Keith Tower last week. Geert
HamminknowbecomestheMagic's
third center behind back-up Tree
Rollins. The Magic may also be ready
to sign last year's second round pick
Rodney Dent. If signed, Dent would
spend the season on injured reserve.
Boxing has been in the news a
lot lately, and last week was no exception. Friday night, Roy Jones Jr.
foughtJames ToneyforToney' sIBF
Super Middleweight title. After being hyped as the best fight in five
years, it was not even the best fight of
the night There was a fight between
a newlywed couple in the parking lot
of the MGM Grand that had more
fireworks. Jones defeated Toney
handily with a lopsided unanimous
decision. One judge had it 119-108.
After losing the heavyweight
championship to George Foreman,
Michael Moorer told a radio station
in Detroit that he was finished with
boxing and was planning on pursuing a career in law enforcement.
Moorerrecanted his remarks the next
day saying that he said some things
that he should not have because he
has been frustrated by personal problems.
In the world of college football, FSU blasted N.C. State 34-3.
The Miami Hurricanes continued
their quest for a national champion. ship by routing Temple 38-14. The
Florida Gators tuned up for their
showdown with the Seminoles next
week by beating Vanderbilt 24-7.
UCF ended its regular season by
Ihammering Buffalo 48-0 in a record
1setting day.
In NFL Action, both theBucs
j and the Dolphins lost: Miami 16-13
1to Pittsburg.a nd Tampa 22-21 to
Seattle.
I

UCF Football: Todd
Cleveland returned the
opening kickoff 98 yards
for a touchdown as the
Golden Knights dismantled
the University of Buffalo,
48-0 at the Citrus Bowl on
Saturday. Darin Hinshaw
also threw for three
touchdowns, two to David

•
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David Rhodes finished his UCF career with 29 touchdown
catches, 213 receptions and 3,618 career reception yards.

Magic cut the Nets, beat New Jersey 113-103
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Shaquille O' Neal hung around long enough to get 22 points
in the Magic's 113-103 victory Friday night versus the Nets.

Last Friday night, the Orlando
Magic continued down the road of
improvement-a road that fans hope
will lead to the 1995 NBA Finals.
The Magic downed the New Jersey
Nets, 113-103, in the first of five
m~etings this season between the
·two teams. Last season the Magic
swept the Nets, 5-0.
Even though the Magic scored
113 points, they actually fell short
of their league-leading average of
116.2 points per game. Both Derrick Coleman (22 points and 10
reboun9s), and Kenny Anderson,
( 15 points and seven assists) had
impressive performances. But it
wasn'tenoughagainstaMagicteam
that's starting to pass like they've
been together for years.
"'I could do a lot but I chose to
give the ball up," center Shaquille
O' Neal said. "When you got three
guys on you two are open- you
gotta try to find the open man," he
added.
O'Neal found the open man,
and in tum his teammates found him
forthe finish. Shaq-Fu had 22 points
to go along with his seven rebounds.
"I did well enough for us to
win. My knees were hurting," O'

Rhodes and one to Mark
Whittamore. Gerod Davis
and Bob Menello ran for
scores and Charlie Pierce
kicked two field goals to
round out the scoring. Greg
Jefferson had two of the
Knights' six sacks. Leanard
Hayes picked off two
passes, and Adrian Ellis had

outpaced Orlando AAU by a
score of 85-49 in an
exhibition game Friday at
the UCF Arena. Coley went 6
for 9 from the field, hit 7 free
throws and pulled down 1O
rebounds as well. Priscilla
Smith added 16 points
including 4 three-pointers
and Perla Campbell chipped

Photo/SOLARES

another. Despite their
domination in the last game
of the season, UCF fell short
of making the I-AA playoffs.
The Golden Knights' season
is now closed at 7-4.

Women's Basketball:
Tamika Coley scored 19 as
the Golden Knights

Neal said.
O' Neal is exhibiting a wellrounded game this season. The big
man was leading the NBA in scoring going into Friday's game with a
33.7 ppg average. He's also fourth
on team in assists with 21 so far, and
is tied for second with seven assists.
His 17 blocks are by far leading the
Magic, as Anthony Avent is next
with five.
Anfemee Hardaway said,"In
the preseason and the regular season since it started I've been getting
little tick-tack fouls." The point
guard added,"! thought if I'm
gonna get little tick-tack fouls
they're -gonna be aggressive
fouls."
Hardaway was definitely
aggressive in every aspect. He had
his most complete game of the
season, with 16 points, I 0 assists
and five rebounds. Hardaway has
always said he enjoys stealing the
ball and creating points more than
anything else. Friday night he must
have rea11y enjoyed himself, with
a career high six steals. Four of
the-steals came in the third quarter, yet another team record.
But it was Nick Anderson
who stole the show Friday, with a

..

See SHAO, page 18

in 101>oints to the winning
effort.
UCF defeated the German
National team, n-67
Monday night. Tamika Coley
led four players in double
figures with 21 points. Coley
also pulled down 14
rebounds. Guard Stephanie
Finley also added 17 points.
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